




Subject Cell Tower

From

To linda.kurtos@yahoo.com;

Date Tuesday, June 12, 2018 5:25 PM

 
 

My wife,Julie, asked if anybody had talked to the National Park about placing the cell tower on their property , such as Dunbar parking area. The coverage would be as
good, and we wouldn't have an ugly eyesore in the main part of our beautiful Town. We both do not want the tower as proposed. Niether of us can attend your meeting, so
please read this into the record. By the way, any revenue stream from this venture will not make a huge difference to our budget. Thanks,   Vytas and Julie Kasniunas

 

















Dear Park Board members: 
 
I own the home located at Two West Fairwater Avenue.  I bought the home in 1995 and have been quite 
proud of my residency in Beverly Shores all these years.  One of the primary reasons I bought and have 
stayed in Beverly Shores over so many years, like so many others who own a home here, is the enduring 
commitment to keep our town natural, unimpeded by corporate development and business interests who 
have no allegiance to the special community we have created and maintained here. 
 
Recently, I became aware that the Park Board has authorized its counsel to negotiate a long term lease 
agreement with Verizon to place a 130 foot tall tower that supposedly will be "disguised" as a fiberglass 
pine tree, sitting atop a tall concrete base surrounded by a chainlink fence and accessed by an asphalt 
drive from Broadway near the corner of Broadway and Fairwater.  I was also told by a resident that the lot 
where the cell phone will be positioned will be substantially cleared of trees, dune grass and other foliage 
for the cell tower, creating a substantial change in the environment where this tower will be erected. 
 
I vigorously object to the process and the provisional approval of this project for several reasons.  First, 
there was no issuance of a notice of hearing regarding this project's specifications nor location.  Since this 
concept has a serious impact on the appearance of our environs at the gateway to our community, 
members of the Park Board should have had serious questions whether the community favors a cell tower 
and, importantly, this location.  Second, in years past, when a fixture was considered to be placed on 
property near contiguous to neighboring properties, the Town sent a letter to the owners of the 
neighboring properties, giving them notice and a right to be heard.  That procedure was not followed 
here --for an important decision affecting land use in our community. Third, because of what is likely to 
be an ugly monstrous fixture right across the street from my home and others near the corner of 
Broadway and Fairwater, only a block from Rebora Plaza, it is patently obvious that this cell tower will 
adversely affect the market value of homes within sight of this glaring eyesore.   
 
Fourth, I was explicitly told by Park Board Chair Linda Kurtos (when she and I discussed the concept of a 
cell tower by phone about a year ago) that notice would be given to the community and specifically to 
those property owners most affected by the site under close consideration for a right to be heard.  At that 
time, the location of Fairwater and Broadway had not been determined as the site--causing me to 
detrimentally rely that in fact timely notice would be given to the community by the Park Board and 
specifically to the property owners whose homes were close to the provisionally chosen site before a 
decision was made and a lease signed.  So, why was a decision made by the Board to not send a letter to 
the potentially affected community members? And, why no notice to all other members of the community 
who take much pride in our town, to assess whether others favor or, more importantly, disfavor a 130 foot 
steel tower less than 100 yards from Rebora Plaza.. (Posting a vague agenda item for an upcoming 
meeting is NOT adequate notice--as any court in this jurisdiction will tell you.) 
 
Worth considering is whether placing a cell tower is even needed, let alone favored by the 
community.  The Park Board and/or the Town Council are obliged to answer the following questions so 
the community at large can really appreciate the cell phone tower issue. First, what is the compelling 
public interest in placing a cell tower in our community?  For example, has there been a petition by 
members of the community claiming a real and compellling safety issue by the failure to have Verizon 
service in certain areas in Beverly Shores?  Have there been reported incidents of lack of access to cell 
phone service which compromised the welfare of a person whose life or safety was thus placed at risk?   
 



Rumor has it that one member of the Town Council told a resident that he wanted the cell tower so he 
could receive or make casual phone calls while sitting on his deck at his home on Lake Front Drive. That is 
not a compelling public interest. If that report is accurate, maybe he should consider the public impact of 
creating a public eyesore for his failure to switch to another cell carrier such as AT & T.  My cell service 
from AT & T is superb and my home is located only fifty yards from this Town Council member's street, 
Lake Front Drive.  I also get clear cell service on the beach.   
 
Further, why that site as opposed to other sites in Beverly Shores--sites which are zoned commercial and 
thus are not adjacent to residential properties?  I was told by Linda last year that Verizon chose the 
location --not the Park Board!  It goes without saying that Verizon does not give a whit about our 
community and our commitment to a natural environment.  The question is begged why the Park Board 
chose not to seek public comment on the concept of a cell tower, as well as this site without public 
input.  Many communities initiate online surveys on issues of great or even lesser importance.  Why not 
Beverly Shores?  It is inexpensive, easy to initiate and operate and the data can be accessible to the Park 
Board, the Town Council and yes, even the members of the entire Beverly Shores community.  We likely 
could have had Verizon pay for the survey! 
 
I (and several other residents who just recently learned of Verizon's given permission to place a contract 
with the Park Board for this location) have many other questions than what are raised in this email.  A 
Notice of Hearing is hereby demanded with adequate notice to all members of the community--not just 
the landowners whose properties are located near the site where the tower is to be erected.  In the 
interim, I further make demand that the Park Board provide the data not only to me but to all residents so 
all are given the prerogative of voicing their support or opposition to a 130 foot cell tower positioned so 
close to Rebora Plaza.  The Park Board must be prepared to disclose the identity of those residents who 
sought the cell tower, what public safety failures have been reported which led to death or serious injury 
due to the lack of Verizon cell service, be prepared to explain that since other cell carriers provide service 
on Lake Front Drive and on the beach, why do we have to install a Verizon tower;  and why those 
residents cannot change service to another cell service provider. Last, please explain why this site was 
selected as opposed to the other sites in the community which were ruled out --sites which are not so 
proximate to the beach area such as on Route 12 (zoned commercial) or near the Administration Building. 
 
The lack of transparency on the process of evaluating this site and the lack of effort to competently and 
thoroughly evaluate better solutions (which clearly must exist) is troubling.  Thus, to remedy the 
transparency issue, I ask that the Park Board and, if necessary, the Town Council, instruct the Park Board's 
attorney to immediately suspend any discussions with Verizon about an agreement for a cell tower until, 
at minimum, public hearings are held.  Further, I ask the Park Board provide a response in writing and via 
email on or before June 25th to each and every one of the questions raised above.  Finally, I respectfully 
demand a Notice of Hearing be set before July 8th for the entire community to hear from the Park Board 
why we "need" a cell tower (for reasons other than purportedly the one Town Council member's alleged 
desire to make casual calls from his Lake Front Drive home deck ), and ask that the Park Board provide the 
community with safety data which shows the community has been placed at serious risk with respect to 
those few residents who have Verizon service problems, the data which shows those affected residents 
can't change to AT & T or some other provider, data showing why the alternative sites were rejected and 
importantly, conclusive data establishing that no other site in the town can remediate the cell service 
problems for those few people in the community who purportedly suffer cellphone service problems.  
 



This is a serious issue but not just to me--but also to several others who have voiced alarm by this 
controversy; a decision which is not only disfavored but which also was compromised by the lack of 
transparency from those entrusted to be transparent by the community. 
 
Very truly yours, 
 
Jeffrey Singer 
Two West Fairwater 
PO Box 397 
Beverly Shores, IN 46301-0397 
 
 
Sent from my iPad 
 
 
 
 
RE: Verizon cell tower 

• Jeffrey Singer  
• Jun 26 at 3:20 PM 

To 

• Linda Kurtos 
• Frank Hardwick 
• Paula Tillman 
• Michael Ganz 

CC 

• Donna Norkus 
• Ellen Hundt 

 Brian O'Neil 
 Greg Brown 
 Geoff Benson 
 Matrona Malik 

Message body 
My email of June 17th, below, requested a written reply by June 25th.   
 
I have not received a reply and thus respectfully ask that someone on the Park Board do so addressing all 
points, but not limited to the issue whether the Park Board's counsel has been instructed to stand down 
on having discussions with Verizon. 
 
Further, I requested the issuance of a Notice of Public Hearing before July 8th for the community.  I have 



not received a reply to that request as well. 
 
The lack of a reply will necessitate the filing of a lawsuit-- which I will be obliged to bring against the Park 
Board and the Town. 
 
The courtesy of a reply would be most appreciated. Please email me a reply as soon as possible.  I also 
can be reached on my cellphone at (312) 399-7399. 
 
Thank you. 
 
 
Jeff Singer 
 
Jeffrey Singer | Shareholder 
312.645.7807 Direct | 312.645.7800 Main 
jsinger@smsm.com | www.smsm.com 
233 S. Wacker Drive | Suite 5500 | Chicago, IL 60606 
Austin | Chicago | Detroit | Houston | Jersey City | New York |Philadelphia | St. Louis 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Jeffrey Singer  
Sent: Sunday, June 17, 2018 9:43 PM 
To: Linda Kurtos <linda.kurtos@yahoo.com>; Frank Hardwick <phrankly@live.com>; Paula Tillman 
<Paula.tillman@comcast.net>; Michael Ganz <mganz63@yahoo.com> 
Cc: Donna Norkus <bevshrs.donna@gmail.com>; Ellen Hundt <beverlyshores.clerk@gmail.com>; Brian 
O'Neil <bponeil@live.com>; Greg Brown <gbrown46301@gmail.com>; Geoff Benson 
<gbenson@duneslearningcenter.org>; Matrona Malik <matronamalik@gmail.com> 
Subject: Verizon cell tower 
 
Dear Park Board members: 
 
I own the home located at Two West Fairwater Avenue.  I bought the home in 1995 and have been quite 
proud of my residency in Beverly Shores all these years.  One of the primary reasons I bought and have 
stayed in Beverly Shores over so many years, like so many others who own a home here, is the enduring 
commitment to keep our town natural, unimpeded by corporate development and business interests who 
have no allegiance to the special community we have created and maintained here. 
 
Recently, I became aware that the Park Board has authorized its counsel to negotiate a long term lease 
agreement with Verizon to place a 130 foot tall tower that supposedly will be "disguised" as a fiberglass 
pine tree, sitting atop a tall concrete base surrounded by a chainlink fence and accessed by an asphalt 
drive from Broadway near the corner of Broadway and Fairwater.  I was also told by a resident that the lot 
where the cell phone will be positioned will be substantially cleared of trees, dune grass and other foliage 
for the cell tower, creating a substantial change in the environment where this tower will be erected. 
 
I vigorously object to the process and the provisional approval of this project for several reasons.  First, 
there was no issuance of a notice of hearing regarding this project's specifications nor location.  Since this 
concept has a serious impact on the appearance of our environs at the gateway to our community, 
members of the Park Board should have had serious questions whether the community favors a cell tower 



and, importantly, this location.  Second, in years past, when a fixture was considered to be placed on 
property near contiguous to neighboring properties, the Town sent a letter to the owners of the 
neighboring properties, giving them notice and a right to be heard.  That procedure was not followed 
here --for an important decision affecting land use in our community. Third, because of what is likely to 
be an ugly monstrous fixture right across the street from my home and others near the corner of 
Broadway and Fairwater, only a block from Rebora Plaza, it is patently obvious that this cell tower will 
adversely affect the market value of homes within sight of this glaring eyesore.   
 
Fourth, I was explicitly told by Park Board Chair Linda Kurtos (when she and I discussed the concept of a 
cell tower by phone about a year ago) that notice would be given to the community and specifically to 
those property owners most affected by the site under close consideration for a right to be heard.  At that 
time, the location of Fairwater and Broadway had not been determined as the site--causing me to 
detrimentally rely that in fact timely notice would be given to the community by the Park Board and 
specifically to the property owners whose homes were close to the provisionally chosen site before a 
decision was made and a lease signed.  So, why was a decision made by the Board to not send a letter to 
the potentially affected community members? And, why no notice to all other members of the community 
who take much pride in our town, to assess whether others favor or, more importantly, disfavor a 130 foot 
steel tower less than 100 yards from Rebora Plaza.. (Posting a vague agenda item for an upcoming 
meeting is NOT adequate notice--as any court in this jurisdiction will tell you.) 
 
Worth considering is whether placing a cell tower is even needed, let alone favored by the 
community.  The Park Board and/or the Town Council are obliged to answer the following questions so 
the community at large can really appreciate the cell phone tower issue. First, what is the compelling 
public interest in placing a cell tower in our community?  For example, has there been a petition by 
members of the community claiming a real and compellling safety issue by the failure to have Verizon 
service in certain areas in Beverly Shores?  Have there been reported incidents of lack of access to cell 
phone service which compromised the welfare of a person whose life or safety was thus placed at risk?   
 
Rumor has it that one member of the Town Council told a resident that he wanted the cell tower so he 
could receive or make casual phone calls while sitting on his deck at his home on Lake Front Drive. That is 
not a compelling public interest. If that report is accurate, maybe he should consider the public impact of 
creating a public eyesore for his failure to switch to another cell carrier such as AT & T.  My cell service 
from AT & T is superb and my home is located only fifty yards from this Town Council member's street, 
Lake Front Drive.  I also get clear cell service on the beach.   
 
Further, why that site as opposed to other sites in Beverly Shores--sites which are zoned commercial and 
thus are not adjacent to residential properties?  I was told by Linda last year that Verizon chose the 
location --not the Park Board!  It goes without saying that Verizon does not give a whit about our 
community and our commitment to a natural environment.  The question is begged why the Park Board 
chose not to seek public comment on the concept of a cell tower, as well as this site without public 
input.  Many communities initiate online surveys on issues of great or even lesser importance.  Why not 
Beverly Shores?  It is inexpensive, easy to initiate and operate and the data can be accessible to the Park 
Board, the Town Council and yes, even the members of the entire Beverly Shores community.  We likely 
could have had Verizon pay for the survey! 
 
I (and several other residents who just recently learned of Verizon's given permission to place a contract 
with the Park Board for this location) have many other questions than what are raised in this email.  A 
Notice of Hearing is hereby demanded with adequate notice to all members of the community--not just 



the landowners whose properties are located near the site where the tower is to be erected.  In the 
interim, I further make demand that the Park Board provide the data not only to me but to all residents so 
all are given the prerogative of voicing their support or opposition to a 130 foot cell tower positioned so 
close to Rebora Plaza.  The Park Board must be prepared to disclose the identity of those residents who 
sought the cell tower, what public safety failures have been reported which led to death or serious injury 
due to the lack of Verizon cell service, be prepared to explain that since other cell carriers provide service 
on Lake Front Drive and on the beach, why do we have to install a Verizon tower;  and why those 
residents cannot change service to another cell service provider. Last, please explain why this site was 
selected as opposed to the other sites in the community which were ruled out --sites which are not so 
proximate to the beach area such as on Route 12 (zoned commercial) or near the Administration Building. 
 
The lack of transparency on the process of evaluating this site and the lack of effort to competently and 
thoroughly evaluate better solutions (which clearly must exist) is troubling.  Thus, to remedy the 
transparency issue, I ask that the Park Board and, if necessary, the Town Council, instruct the Park Board's 
attorney to immediately suspend any discussions with Verizon about an agreement for a cell tower until, 
at minimum, public hearings are held.  Further, I ask the Park Board provide a response in writing and via 
email on or before June 25th to each and every one of the questions raised above.  Finally, I respectfully 
demand a Notice of Hearing be set before July 8th for the entire community to hear from the Park Board 
why we "need" a cell tower (for reasons other than purportedly the one Town Council member's alleged 
desire to make casual calls from his Lake Front Drive home deck ), and ask that the Park Board provide the 
community with safety data which shows the community has been placed at serious risk with respect to 
those few residents who have Verizon service problems, the data which shows those affected residents 
can't change to AT & T or some other provider, data showing why the alternative sites were rejected and 
importantly, conclusive data establishing that no other site in the town can remediate the cell service 
problems for those few people in the community who purportedly suffer cellphone service problems.  
 
This is a serious issue but not just to me--but also to several others who have voiced alarm by this 
controversy; a decision which is not only disfavored but which also was compromised by the lack of 
transparency from those entrusted to be transparent by the community. 
 
Very truly yours, 
 
Jeffrey Singer 
Two West Fairwater 
PO Box 397 
Beverly Shores, IN 46301-0397 
 
 
Sent from my iPad 
 
 
 
My email of June 17th, below, requested a written reply by June 25th.   
 
I have not received a reply and thus respectfully ask that someone on the Park Board do so addressing all 
points, but not limited to the issue whether the Park Board's counsel has been instructed to stand down 
on having discussions with Verizon. 
 



Further, I requested the issuance of a Notice of Public Hearing before July 8th for the community.  I have 
not received a reply to that request as well. 
 
The lack of a reply will necessitate the filing of a lawsuit-- which I will be obliged to bring against the Park 
Board and the Town. 
 
The courtesy of a reply would be most appreciated. Please email me a reply as soon as possible.  I also 
can be reached on my cellphone at (312) 399-7399. 
 
Thank you. 
 
 
Jeff Singer 
 
Jeffrey Singer | Shareholder 
312.645.7807 Direct | 312.645.7800 Main 
jsinger@smsm.com | www.smsm.com 
233 S. Wacker Drive | Suite 5500 | Chicago, IL 60606 
Austin | Chicago | Detroit | Houston | Jersey City | New York |Philadelphia | St. Louis 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 















21 S. Lake Shore County Road 
Beverly Shores, IN 46301 

July 10, 2018 
 
 
 
Dear Beverly Shores Park Board Members: 
 
I am writing to express my opposition to the proposed cell tower on Broadway. 
 
As I taught graduate-level courses in public policy analysis at Ohio State University for 
many years, I approached the issue using the guidelines for policymaking I taught in 
those classes.  
  

• Define and Document the Problem 
• Identify Decision Criteria 
• Identify Alternatives 
• Evaluate Alternatives 
• Select the Preferred Alternative(s) 
• Implement, Monitor, and Evaluate Preferred Alternative(s) 

 
In reviewing the public record concerning the Park Board’s consideration of the cell 
tower issue, it is clear that a more thorough analysis is needed before a decision of this 
magnitude can be made. 
 

Problem Definition 
 
The Park has defined the problem as a safety issue caused by unreliable cell 
phone coverage on Town beaches and lakefront.   

 
Decision Criteria 
 
From the public record, it doesn’t appear as if decision criteria were identified. 

 
Identify and Assess Alternatives 
 
The public record reveals that the Park Board has considered only one 
alternative to solve/ameliorate the identified problem, i.e., the cell tower on 
Broadway. 

 
I urge the Board to (a) sharpen the problem definition, (b) expand the universe of 
alternatives available to address the problem, and (c) assess systematically those 
alternatives, using the Board’s chosen decision criteria, in order to arrive at a solution 
for the problem.  (It should be noted that the status quo can be an alternative.)  
 



I would suggest that the Park Board’s search for alternatives be guided by, but not 
limited to, the following considerations: 
 
 

1. Minimize environmental damage and visual pollution 
The proposed cell tower reaches 129’ with a retaining wall, fence, and 
asphalt paving. An unknown number (the rep could not provide a specific 
number) of trees will be removed. 

2. Minimize adverse health effects 
While there is no consensus in the scientific community about the health 
hazards of living near the antennae of a cell tower, some studies have 
established a correlation between proximity to a tower and adverse health 
effects.  Do we really want to put our neighbors in harm’s way? 

3. Minimize Disamenities 
The research literature is clear that houses located near cell towers, 
ceteris paribus, have lower values than those located farther away.  Can 
the Park Board, in good conscience, impose this burden on our 
neighbors? 

4. Maximize Breadth and Quality of Coverage  
The cell tower plan provided at the last Park Board meeting was 
ambiguous concerning the breadth of coverage.  Initially, only one 
service provider is to be included.  Assurances were made by the rep 
that other providers would follow.  Are there any guarantees that non-
Verizon customers would see a benefit from the proposed tower? 

5. Consistent with the Town’s Comprehensive Plan 
It is difficult to see how the proposed cell tower, located on a lot donated 
to the Town, is consistent with the principles embedded in the 
Comprehensive Plan.  

6. Transparency and Openness in Problem Definition, Alternative Generation 
and Assessment 

Lack of clarity and consistency in communication about the proposed 
location of the cell phone tower have created confusion among 
residents. 
 

By working together, I am confident that a solution—one that is congruent with the 
values of the community—can be found that addresses the potential safety concerns 
caused by spotty cell service on our beach. 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this issue and thank you for your service 
to our community. 
 
Best Regards, 
Mary K. Marvel 





Subject cell tower

From mark.alger@

To linda.kurtos@yahoo.com;

Cc matronamalik@gmail.com; dmnorkus@comcast net;

Date Tuesday, June 12, 2018 8:42 PM

 
 
Hello Linda
 
My name is Mark Alger - my wife Rebecca live at 815 E Lake Front  I am writing to you because I understand that the town has been approached by Verizon to place cell a tower in town that would potentially greatly improve our cell
service  I don't know how your cell service is, but for my neighbors and I near the lake the voice service at our homes is at best intermittent  For us it's a matter of having a reliable connection to emergency services as our landline also
goes out periodically when trees knock down wires, or animals chew the wires  In addition, a landline can easily be cut by an intruder, eliminating our access to 911  Finally, having cell service along the beach in the event of an
emergency could truly be the difference between a life being saved and one tragically lost
 
I urge you and your colleagues on the Park Board to support the building of the cell tower

  
Sincerely
 
Mark Alger

  
 















Subject Fwd: Fw: shore cell tower

From Matrona Malik (matronamalik@gmail.com)

To lpk_chi@yahoo com;

Date Tuesday, June 12, 2018 10:12 AM

 
 
 
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Guy 

 Date: Tue, Jun 12, 2018 at 9:12 AM
 Subject: Fw: shore cell tower

 To: matronamalik@gmail com <matronamalik@gmail com>
  

 

HI, Matrona.
 
A local Verizon tower would be great for us.
 
Thanks,
 
Guy and Anat and Randy
 
Guy Anthony Rowley, MD, MPH

  Sage/Presence Medical Group
  1150 W Fullerton Avenue

  5425 W Lawrence Avenue
  773-725-7557

----- Original Message -----
From  Randy Jonas
To  mark.alger@

, 2018 7:47 AM
Subject  shore cell tower
 

Team Beverly USA have you heard the news, no pun intended   see below

 

From: mark.alger@  
 Sent: Monday, June 11, 2018 8:36 PM

 To: Randy Jonas
 Subject: cell tower

 

Hey Randy

 

Hope you enjoyed the concert! If it's Ok with you let me just cut and paste a little blurb I put together for one of our other neighbors on this....

 

The town has been approached by Verizon to place cell a tower near Broadway and Lake Front. I don't know how your cell service is but for us the vo ce service is at best
intermittent and the data is non-existent. Apparently there's folks inland who don't have the same problems with cell serv ce that we do closer to the lake who are against the
tower for aesthetic reasons. For us it's a matter of having a reliable connect on to emergency services as our landline also goes out periodically when trees knock down wires, or
animals chew the wires. Having cell serv ce along the beach (what's left of it!) in the event of an emergency also seems like a necess ty these days.

 

There's a Park Board meeting this Thursday at 7:00 at the Community Building just behind the Administration Building on Broadway to get publ c input. If you can't attend the
meeting t would be great if you could e-mail the Chairperson of the Park Board Linda Kurtos - linda.kurtos@yahoo.com and copy Matrona Malik, one of our Town Board members 
- matronamalik@gmail.com

 

Matrona is the person who can best answer questions, but I'd be happy to follow-up w th her if you like.

 

Thanks

 

Mark

 

THIS ELECTRONIC MESSAGE AND ANY ATTACHMENTS ARE INTENDED ONLY FOR THE USE OF THE INDIVIDUAL OR ENTITY TO WHICH IT IS ADDRESSED, AND MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION THAT IS PRIVILEGED, CONFIDENTIAL AND EXEMPT FROM
DISCLOSURE UNDER APPLICABLE LAW. DO NOT FORWARD THIS MESSAGE WITHOUT EXPRESS CONSENT OF THE SENDER. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, reliance, dissemination, distribution or copying of this
communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify the sender by return email message and delete all copies of the original communication. Thank you for your cooperation.

 



















Subject Cell Tower

From Carmen Hernandez

To linda.kurtos@yahoo.com;

Date Tuesday, June 12, 2018 10:33 PM

 
 
Hi Linda
 
I’m a Beverly Shores resident at 11 West Lake Front (Windmill House)  I live here 50percent of the week/month all year round   I’m sending you a note to let you know I support the
proposed new cell tower near Broadway and Lake Front  I believe it would enhance cell signal at the Lake Front including at my home which would be a good thing for safety and security
reasons versus the current situation which frequently results in intermittent cell signal strength and lack of  service  I also understand it should help the town’s revenues  
 
Thank you for your service on the Board  
 
Best 
 
Carmen 

  
Carmen Hernandez  
Senior Vice President, General Counsel  
 
CLAYCO  //  office direct  312 229 6424  //  mobile 312 730 4780
email  hernandezc@claycorp.com  //  WWW CLAYCORP COM





Subject cell tower

From bob topolski 

To linda.kurtos@yahoo.com;

Date Monday, June 11, 2018 9:39 PM

 
 
Hello Bob topolski  819 lake front drive I would like to express my support for the installation of the  Verizon cell tower  in our town the benefits for safety /med& emergency out way any
negatives please inform the proper individual's

  
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
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